Bilaterally impacted maxillary canines and premolars – A rare case report
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Abstract

Impacted teeth and orthodontists share a long-standing relationship. Third molar and canine impactions, their effects and management have been discussed in depth in history. Impacted premolars are less commonly encountered in the literature, especially maxillary premolars. This paper describes a case report of bilaterally impacted maxillary 2nd premolars and canine.
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Case Report

A 15 years old girl reported in the department of orthodontics and dentofacial orthopaedics with complaint of irregularly placed upper front teeth.

On intra-oral examination it was found that permanent maxillary canines and 2nd premolars were absent bilaterally while primary maxillary canines and primary 2nd molar were present bilaterally in maxillary arch, which were firm .Molar relationship on both sides was class I.

Maxillary central incisors were mesially rotated.

No swelling could be seen or palpated, either in the palatal vault behind the Incisors or deep in the labial sulcus for missing teeth. Facial profile of the patient was convex.

From radiographic examination, it was found that missing canines and premolars were impacted with complete root formation.(fig.1)
Discussion

A tooth is considered to be impacted if its eruption is prevented or blocked at its position by adjacent teeth or bone. Failure to detect and analyze the problem may lead to unnecessary space loss, crowding, collapse of the dental arch. Impaction of maxillary canine is common but impacted premolars are less common. The prevalence of impacted premolars has been found to vary according to age. Impacted mandibular 2nd premolars is on 3rd rank following the permanent molars and maxillary permanent canines, in frequency of occurrence. The incidence of canine impaction in the maxilla is more than twice that in the mandible. Of all patients who have impacted maxillary canines, 8% have bilateral impactions.

Impacted canine clinically may be detected from the absence of a normal labial canine bulge, presence of palatal bulge. According to Ericson and Kuroi, the absence of the “canine bulge” at earlier ages should not be considered as indicative of canine impaction. In their evaluation of 505 school children between 10 and 12 years of age, they found that 29% of the children had non palpable canines at 10 years, but only 5% had it at 11 years, whereas at later ages only 3% had non palpable canines. Therefore, for an accurate diagnosis, the clinical examination should be supplemented with a radiographic evaluation. Same is applicable to maxillary premolars. Panoramic radiographic examination is essential along with occlusal radiograph because sometimes palatally impacted premolars are very high in vault, near to the nasal sinus floor due to this reason they might not be detected on periapical radiograph.

Reason for impaction of tooth can be mechanical blockage, ecotopic positioning, arch length deficiency, malformed teeth, ankylosis of the tooth, trauma, retained or ankylosed primary teeth and systemic diseases. Most of the time, palatal displacement of the maxillary canine results in impaction.

Treatment of impacted teeth includes observation, Intervention, relocation, and extraction. Selection of the appropriate Treatment option depends on the underlying etiological Factors, space requirements, need for extractions of primary teeth degree of impaction, and root formation of the Impacted teeth.

The treatment of these clinical entities usually involves surgical exposure of the impacted tooth, followed by orthodontic traction to guide and align it into the dental arch. But the simplest interceptive procedure that can be used to prevent impaction of permanent teeth is the timely extraction of the primary tooth hindering the eruption of permanent tooth. These impacted premolars and canines, if left unattended dentigerous cysts may develop around them. So early diagnosis and appropriate treatment of impacted teeth should be done.
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